Draft decision -/CMA.1

Common time frames for nationally determined contributions referred to in Article 4, paragraph 10, of the Paris Agreement

The Conference of the Parties serving as the meeting of the Parties to the Paris Agreement,

Recalling Article 4, paragraphs 9 and 10, of the Paris Agreement,

Also recalling decision 1/CP.21, paragraphs 23–25,

1. Welcomes the progress made¹ in the consideration of common time frames for nationally determined contributions referred to in Article 4, paragraph 10, of the Paris Agreement;

2. Decides that Parties shall apply common time frames to their nationally determined contributions to be implemented from 2031 onward;

3. Requests the Subsidiary Body for Implementation to continue the consideration of common time frames for nationally determined contributions [to be implemented from 2031 onward] at its [fiftieth session (June 2019)] [XX session (month year)] with a view to making a recommendation [on a single common time frame to be applied to nationally determined contributions communicated by Parties] for consideration [and adoption] by the Conference of the Parties serving as the meeting of the Parties to the Paris Agreement at its [xxx] session [(November 2019)] [(November 2020)] [(November 2021)] [(November 2022)] [(month 2023)].

[xxx]th plenary meeting
[ddd] December 2018

¹ https://unfccc.int/documents/186278